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MEETING MINUTES

Project: Brighton Area School – 2012 Bond Projects

Location: BECC

Date & Time: July 25, 2012 3:00 pm

Re: Building & Site Committee Meeting

Attendees:
Dr. Maria Gistinger – BAS John Thompson - BAS
Beth Minert – BAS Bill Trombley – BAS
Matt Marino – BAS Dr. Greg Gray - BAS
Ken Stahl - Brighton Citizen Jeff Hamilton – Auch
Elson Liu – BAS Paul Twigg – BM Tech
T.J. O’Connor - SHW Lee Andrea - SHW

Meeting Minutes:

1. Previous meeting minutes were reviewed and approved without revisions.

2. Hamilton reviewed the pre-proposal meetings for the RFP for roofing & paving
assessments and high school retro-commissioning held earlier this day.

a. There were very few questions from attendees on the roofing and paving.
Responses are due on August 1

st
and recommendations to the committee

will be reviewed at the next meeting on August 8
th
. The analysis scope

should take approximately a month. SHW will use the results to confirm or
adjust the scope of work in the first series projects. It was discussed whether
the gravel lot at Hawkins should be part of the analysis or move forward will
an early bid package to construct the work this fall. Survey of the site,
geotechnical investigation and approval of drainage may make it difficult to
construct before weather and asphalt availability become an issue. SHW will
evaluate the drainage of the site comprehensively which will impact the
retention required for the gravel lot. SHW will discuss the early package3
with their site consultant, Viridis Design Group, to explore the possibility
further and start the process for survey and geotechnical investigations of the
soil conditions at the existing lot. It was noted that the fields will be used for
youth programs starting next week through late October. There may be an
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b. Additional information is required and an extension of time for the RFP on
retro-commissioning. Additional drawings for the high school mechanical
systems will be provided by SHW within the next week. Responses will be
due August 8

th
and recommendation by the meeting on the 22

nd
. The retro-

commissioning project will take 7-8 months to complete.

3. Architectural & Engineering Update
a. O’Connor reported that SHW Architects, Engineers and Site Planners are

near complete with verifying existing building conditions through site visits
and meetings with Marino to confirm the scope of work. Schematic Design
documents are well under way and should be complete by the end of next
week to turn over to Auch for estimating.

4. Technology Update
a. Summer Visioning Sessions

1) Summer visioning sessions with the technology committee have been
progressing. There have been meetings with professors from UofM,
MSU, Stanford, and educational specialists from Apple. The group has
also toured the Brandon Center at UofM and MakerWorks in Ann
Arbor. Upcoming meetings include Google, Cisco, Dell, REMC13,
Library Resource Group, and others.

2) Barton Malow will setup tours of a few school districts will be scheduled
in the fall when the committee can visit classrooms with students using
technology.

b. Building Walkthroughs
1) Barton Malow has completed preliminary walkthroughs of each building

and found that the existing cabling infrastructure within each area is a
mix of Category 5 and Category 5e cabling. Many locations have
cables run loosely or tied to conduits, ceiling wires, etc. Because the
Category 5 cabling won't support gigabit speeds often required in the
new equipment and because the existing cables would have to be
cleaned up the recommendation is to replace the cabling as the
foundation for the new technologies. Cabling was budgeted for in the
electrical portion of the bond, but will be handled by Barton Malow and
Elson along with the technology work. Hamilton noted that inspectors
have been requiring removal of old wiring bundles above ceilings and
that contractors should be required to remove during construction.
They also noted some cooling issues in closets that may need to be
coordinated w/SHW.

2) Detailed classroom walkthroughs will occur after the technology
committee decides on the interactive technology.

c. Upcoming work
1) Planning for the security systems will start when the building

administrators return. Anticipate starting in late September or October
after their start-of-school crunch.
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systems. One for the structured data cabling and a second for the
network/wireless/telephone system. The network/wireless/telephone
system will be structured to allow for companies who provide all three to
offer their savings from being awarded the whole project, or for
companies who specialize in one of the systems to highlight the
advantages of their system.

3) The wireless and network installation will start in some areas during the
2012-13 school year to allow for some classrooms to pilot solutions that
need wireless, with the telephone system and balance of the work
completing in the summer of 2013.

4) Elson, BMC, and Maria will sit down to review the budget and establish
how the budget will be tracked and reported throughout the bond.

5. Site/Civil Update - O’Connor and Thompson presented schematic design options for
Scranton and the High School Athletic projects.

a. Two options were reviewed for the High School stadium. The first option
presented was based on the input received at earlier programming
meetings. It provided support buildings for restrooms, concessions and
locker/team rooms behind the visitor bleachers with a main entry centered
at the 50 yard line. Viridis Design Group developed a second option that
more centrally locates the restrooms and concessions at the north end of
the stadium. This provides new restrooms accessible to the home side
bleachers and a large plaza space in front of concessions to alleviate
congestion and allow for a seating area that still has viewing of the field and
track. This concept also will allow for direct access for deliveries to
concessions, and trash pickup from an enclosed trash area. The
locker/team room building is located at the southeast corner, which allows
separation from the spectators and allows the players to access it from the
school or parking lot (visitors) more directly. The players can entry the field
from the backside and run to their side of the field facing the fans. Ticket
booths will be freestanding at the main gate as well as the north and south
gates. They will be angled at 45 degrees to allow ticket sales to each side
of the booth. The existing storage below the home bleachers will be
removed. The current rest room and concession building will be utilized for
storage. Circulation will be provided on the backside of this building and
the home bleachers. This area will be lighted. Field events will be located at
the north end of the track with limits of the area defined by property line to
the west and potential wetlands to the north. A consultant will be secured
for wetland delineation. Thompson also recommended that some visitor
restroom and a small concession area be provided as part of the
locker/team building. SHW will investigate moving some of the restrooms
and dedicating space for concessions. Concept 2 was approved and will be
included in the Schematic Design package.

b. The east athletic campus for softball, baseball, tennis and practice field was
reviewed. Facility upgrades at softball and baseball should be equitable,
include upgrade sprinklers, fencing, backstop, and press boxes. Lighting at
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discussion. A single bleacher with 200 seats directly behind home plate is
desired at both fields. Lighting at the practice field will be designed with light
fixtures on the same poles to illuminate half of the tennis courts. The current
concept showed the demolition of the storage building near the auto shop,
however, this likely need to remain for the operations department.
Thompson expressed a desire to provide 3-4 row bleachers between the
tennis courts and practice field. This will require elimination of the row of
parking adjacent (north) to the tennis courts. The committee agreed this is a
good idea to allow spectators for community events on the field.

c. The Scranton plan was reviewed and approved with minor comments.
Thompson felt that ultimately restrooms and a small concession area will be
needed in addition to the storage facility shown. The site is being master
planned to include these. The group suggested including the building with
storage, restrooms and concession now so that costs are known should it
be a project that is added if afforded within the bond. Auch will include it
within the estimates as an alternate.

d. The High school site survey is due Friday, July 27th. The complete Scranton
topographic survey has been received and was used for the schematic
design. Grades appear to work with the layout and utilities are located to
pick up the drainage for the new facilities.

e. A Preliminary Project Schedule with projected Event/Milestones along with a
memorandum on the progress and subsequent steps were presented to the
committee (attached). This schedule bids both projects in January 2013
which will take advantage of the opportunity to bid all (3) turfs at the same
time for better pricing.

6. Meeting dates have been established with the elementary playgrounds committees.
Hornung & Scranton on August 7

th
and Hilton & Hawkins on August 22

nd
.

7. Trombley inquired about an e-mail he received from the local agencies with regard to
the use of their inspection services in lieu of State inspectors. Both SWH and Auch
recommending sticking with the State inspectors who are more familiar with the
school building codes and are typically much less costly for review fees.

8. Gistinger and Trombley presented the option for contractors to use P-cards for
immediate payment of invoices in lieu of waiting 30-45 to receive payment from the
district. There is a fee to the contractors of 2% for this option, of which the district
receives 1%. Hamilton stated that this would likely not work to the districts benefit as
contractors are not used to this system and would likely increase their bids to cover
the additional 2%. Following this process would not allow for the typical checks and
balances that occur when contractors receive payment by providing waivers in order
to receive their next payment. It was decided that the P-card system is more
appropriate to direct purchases of equipment, rather than any labor. It was
suggested that it be used for technology or material furnish only contracts wherever
possible.
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the community some progress. O’Connor stated that a door replacement package
could be released that is a distinct scope of work at several buildings that is less
weather sensitive and can be constructed with limited impact on school operations.
The access control for doors at each building will be coordinated with technology. A
bid package will be released in September with construction likely to take place in
December.

10. The next meeting is scheduled for August 8
th

at 3:00 pm at BECC.

The above represents the items discussed and conclusions reached. If there are any
required clarifications please contact the undersigned.

T.J. O’Connor, AIA, LEED® AP
Associate | Project Manager

Distribution: Meeting attendees
Starr Acromite - BAS
SHW Team
SHW project file


